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With the New Year comes new changes to SELAS.  I want to take a moment to introduce what these changes 
mean and how the club will be changing.  If you have been to our socials lately, you may have noticed that 
they are getting very large and crowded.  We hope to solve that by moving more social events to a hotel 
conference room.  In order to do that, SELAS will need additional money.  

The way that SELAS was initially set up, any money given to SELAS was essentially given to me.  I could do 
whatever I wanted to do with it. I could keep the money for myself and there was really nothing anyone 
else could do about that.  If we were going to be taking in additional money, I was not comfortable with 
that concept. Because of that, on September 10, 2014, SELAS was incorporated as a non-profit 
organization with the Louisiana Secretary of State.  

Another reason for incorporating as a non-profit organization is liability, for both injury and 
defamation.  As de facto leader of the club, I would have been have been financially liable for any 
injuries that might happen at a social or any defamation claims made on the SELAS site.  This was a 
risk that I was no longer willing to take.  

The final reason for becoming a non-profit organization is that at some point I would like to 
attempt to bring in either a National or Regional Convention to New Orleans.  I believe that 
being a non-profit will make this easier, especially when it comes to donations from the 
aquarium industry. 

So, what will these changes mean to you?  Well, that really depends on how much you want 
to be involved with SELAS.  With the input of other members of SELAS as well as other 
Aquarium Clubs, we drew up a Constitution and a set of by-laws.  In the By-laws, we have 
defined several different levels of membership.  If you just want to visit SELAS online, 
LOOK at the classified ads and participate in the socials, there is no change. This type of 
membership level is called an Associate Membership.  

If you would like to be more involved in club activities and actually assist in running 
SELAS, you would want the Full Membership.  The Full Membership allows you to do 
everything; meaning that you will be able to do everything that an Associate Member 
does, but now you will be able to run for elected office, vote in the elections, and post 
on the classified ads.  Additionally, you will receive a membership card that can be 
used at several of the local fish stores for a discount. You will also get a free buyers 
number for the live auctions (Non Full Members will have to pay a small 
fee to get a buyers number).  The Full Membership 
is $24 / year.

The final type of individual membership is for people 
that really just want to sell stuff and is called the 
Classified Membership.  The Classified Membership allows 
individuals to view and post on the entire SELAS website 
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(including the Classified Ads).  The Classified Membership is $6 / 
year. 

There are other types of memberships available as well.  The 
Senior Membership is just like the Full Membership, but is free to 
members over the age of 65.  The Junior Membership is also 
free, and is nearly identical to the Associate Membership, but 
Junior Members can post on the classified ads.  Junior 
Memberships are for children between the ages of 13 and 18.  
The LFS (Local Fish Store) Membership is for store owners that 
would like to participate with SELAS.  The LFS membership is free 
and allows stores to have their own section on the SELAS website 
to advertise their wares. 

Another change to SELAS is this publication, the SELAS Sentinel.  
Every quarter, SELAS will attempt to put together a brief publication that focuses on what local fish keepers are doing.  
We would like most of the articles to be written by SELAS members; however, if we run out of articles, we will burrow 
some from other clubs.  Currently, we plan to aim for 3-4 articles per issue.  In addition, there will be standard features 
that occur in every issue such as such as “From the Editor”, “Breeder Award Program Updates”, “LFS Spotlight” and 
possibly a few others.  Jim Valenzuela has agreed to write a column for every issue that will talk about his various 
journeys to other clubs functions (for those of you that don’t know Jim, he is quite a character who travels to club 
functions all throughout Texas, while still maintaining that he is “getting out of the hobby”). The SELAS Sentinel will be 
available for download to all levels of membership in a pdf format.  If you are interested in writing an article or assisting 
with putting the publication together, please let me know.  I will gladly pass on my limited knowledge of Microsoft Word 
and Adobe Photoshop, so this could be a good learning opportunity.  All you would really need is a computer. 

I encourage all members to take a look at all of the documents that are associated with the changes going on in SELAS.  
The Constitution and By-Laws can be found 
here: http://www.selas.us/docs/SELAS_Constitution_and_Bylaws/20150101_SELAS_Constitution_and_Bylaws.pdf. 

There are additional hurdles to come, so please be patient. I truly believe that these changes will make SELAS a very 
strong club, not only now, but for the future. 

Sincerely and Happy New Year, 

 

William “Clay” Trachtman 

 

SELAS membership cards are available to Full, Senior 
and Junior members, and may be used for discounts 

at local fish stores. 

http://www.selas.us/docs/SELAS_Constitution_and_Bylaws/20150101_SELAS_Constitution_and_Bylaws.pdf
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SNAILS: FRIEND OR FOE?  
By Robert Graham  

 

 

ften we are confronted with snails appearing in 
our tanks and we have no idea how they got 
here. Most of them are transferred either 

through substrate or filter media we have acquired 
from other people's tanks or from new plants brought 
in. Most common is for them to come in on plants 
either in egg form or so small that they are overlooked. 
Some people intentionally add them to their tanks for a 
variety of reasons. Now that we have them, what are 
they, and should we get rid of them or keep them? 

There are four types that we encounter on a regular 
basis: Pond and Bladder Snails, Ramshorn Snails, 
Malaysian Trumpet Snails, and Assassin Snails. Each of 
these types has desirable qualities to those that keep 
them. 

The Pond (Lymnaea stagnalis) and Bladder (Physa sp.) 
Snails are actually two different species. The main 
difference is the direction of the whirl of the shell. 
These are the most common of the “pest snails”. They 
are typically football shaped and stay relatively small. 
They are a good indicator of over feeding as they will 
eat most anything and populations will explode due to 
an overabundance of a food source. They typically lay 
egg sacs all over the place. 

The Ramshorn Snail (Planorbis sp.) comes in a variety of 
colors for both the shell and the animal. The shell has a 
distinctive curl to it resembling the horn of a ram, hence 
the name. Ramshorns will eat proteins if available, but 
typically they eat algae, dead plants, mulm and detritus. 
They will also eat the leaves of the soft stem plants. 
They are hermaphroditic, so any two present can 
reproduce laying globs of eggs. 

Next is the Malaysian Trumpet Snail (Melanoides 
tuberculata), also known as MTS. These cone shaped 
and slender snails feed on mulm and detritus found 
under the substrate.  (See Snails on page 10)

O 

Bladder Snail in front of a larger Pond Snail. 

Ramshorn Snail. 

Malaysian Trumpet Snail. 
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Jim Valenzula and Clay Trachtman of SELAS and David Andrews of TCA prepare to 
catch plecos. 

ince childhood, my favorite fish has always been 
the lowly pleco.  Most that are sold at fish stores 
are doomed to live in too small of an aquarium 

and possibly not being fed; a horrible life.  I too was 
guilty of this when I was young.  Luckily, for the captive 
pleco, knowledge of their care is becoming more 
available and smaller plecos such as the bristlenose are 
becoming more and more common.  Unfortunately, 
many people that are unequipped to properly care for 
the pleco release them into the wild, or in this case, the 
Comal River near San Antonio, Texas. 

The plecos in the Comal River near San Antonio are 
considered an invasive species, meaning that they are 
non-native species.  Without the natural competition 
and natural predators, invasive species may thrive in 
their new ecosystem, eventually out competing the 
indigenous species, decreasing the biodiversity in the 
area. 

Although invasive species are considered bad, their 
presence in the Comal River allowed me to do to 
something that I have wanted to do since childhood: 

catch a pleco in the wild (without spending thousands 
of dollars to go to South America).  That opportunity 
presented itself in October of 2014, when the Hill 
Country Cichlid Club hosted the 2014 Federation of 
Texas Aquarium Societies (FOTAS) Convention in San 

Antonio.  I decided to organize a collection 
trip the day before the actual convention 
and invited my fellow fish enthusiasts to join 
me. 

In preparation for the trip, I borrowed a 
seine and purchased snorkeling equipment 
and some aqua socks.  I also watched a 
video online of people grabbing wild plecos 
with their hands.  The people in the video 
recommended getting some cheap all-
purpose gloves, so I did that as well.It was a 
nice, warmish day when we ventured out.  
There were about 15 members of various 
fish clubs who decided to participate.  
Participants included members of the 
Oklahoma Aquarium Association, the 

S 

Map of the Comal River in New Braunfels, Texas. 
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Houston Aquarium Society, the Texas Cichlid 
Association, as well as Jim Valenzuela and myself 
of SELAS. 

Because the Comal River is fed by a spring, it was 
warm, approximately 72o.  It actually stays at 
least that temperature year-round, allowing for 
introduced species to survive.  After taking a few 
minutes to get adjusted to the temperature, we 
were off.  Most donned facemasks, snorkels and 
flippers and began the search; Jim spent extra 
time donning his entire scuba diving equipment. 

There was no shortage of plants.  Tons and tons 
of cabomba (Cabomba sp.) were located in the 
middle of the river.  It was even flowering under 
water.  The plants were very large, possibly 10 
feet or more in height. It was even flowering 
under water.  The plants were very large, 
possibly 10 feet or more in height.  It was really a 
beautiful site from above, but it became a mess if 
you were unfortunate enough to become 
entangled in it (which I did on multiple occasions).  In 
addition I even saw what appeared to be Riccia (Riccia 
sp.) Not only was it floating, but it was also at the 
bottom in a beautiful small carpet.  I picked it up off of 

the bottom, and it was as fragile as it is in the aquarium 
as it fell apart. It was not rooted, just somehow 
attached to the detritus at the bottom of the river.  To 
the untrained eye, it appeared to be Riccia fluitans.  I 

also saw what I believe to be Hygrophila 
polysperma growing near the sides of the 
river in a few large bunches.  I did not see the 
typical sunset coloration at the tops of the 
plants, so I cannot be certain. 

So there everyone was, out looking for plecos 
and other fish.  Some of the group stayed 
closer to shore and grabbed a few live-
bearers (Gambusia Sp.).  We also saw some 
unknown types of young bass and sun fish.  
One person in our group attempted to use a 
casting net, but was unsuccessful.  There was 
not a pleco to be seen, until…. 

There it was, sitting nearly motionless on top 
of a forest of cabomba.  It was a monster, 
easily 4 feet in length and over 20 lbs., the 
mighty (See Pleco on page 11) 

Gerald and Kayla Griffin of OKAA collecting plants and livebearers. 

Clay Trachtman with the captured Hypostomus plecostomus. 
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his is a moderately hard 
plant to grow; this is due 
to the plant’s need of 

medium to high light and regular 
fertilizations. Root fertilization 
will encourage faster and full 
bushy growth. When grown in 
moderate light the plant will 
have a golden to light green 
color. If you put this B. japonica 
in high light it will green up and 
become a darker shade of green. 
It also likes iron and will help 
green up when added to the 
aquarium in higher than normal 
doses. In lower light tanks I find 
that when overdose with iron 
the plant will produce a much 
greener plant.  

Don’t be deceived by its shape 
this plant is really a stem and will grow branches that 
can be split off and planted to grow new plants.   To 
grow out your new plant use one to two branches from 
the mother plant and space plants approximately 2 to 3 
inches apart. This spacing will allow for that grassy 

meadow effect to occur in a month or two in good 
lighting. 

Most are using this as grassy meadow but it can also be 
used as nice specimen type plant, this can work well in 

nano aquariums. When 
grown unencumbered by 
other plants. B. japonica 
forms a nice round mound. 
Overall this can be an easy 
and versatile plant that 
should be given a place in 
your aquatic scaping. 

T 
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 wanted to write this column to share some of my 
experiences at the “fishy” functions that I attend 
and to provide some lighthearted stories.  I started 

going to fish auctions in Texas about 4 years ago, and I 
am addicted.  For me, there are 3 major fish club’s 
auctions that I attend, Houston Aquarium Society (HAS), 
Texas Cichlid Association (TCA) in Dallas, and Hill 
Country Cichlid Club (San Antonio). Each club has about 
3 auctions a year, and I attend them all. It’s a great way 
to pick up fish that are not always available. You’ll also 
be able ask questions from the breeders, while 
supporting the local clubs. Now you understand why I 
cannot get out of the hobby. 

For those of you who have never attended an auction, 
it’s something that I highly recommend. All types of fish 
related items are available. And of course, lots fish!  It’s 
not just all African cichlids either; I have seen angel fish, 

discus, tetras, corydoras, bettas, plecos, barbs, even 
large puffers. You never know what will be available. 
There is always a good selection of plants and all kinds

I 

SELAS at ACA. Pictured from left to right: Back row: CJ Bourg, Jim Valenzuela and James Decker.  Front row: Mikey Clessi, Winston 
McKissick, and Artis Huynh. 

ACA participants visited Rusty Wessel’s Fish House. 
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of dry goods. Often times, people will even
bring in tanks. The auctions usually have between 500 
to 800 items. Items are placed in 2 to 3 colored 
sections. The auctioneer will start with a color and 
continue until all items are sold before going to the next 
color.  Usually, but not always, items in the first color 
are sold at higher bids.  The reason is that some buyers 
will only stay a few hours. Auctions will last about 7 to 8 
hours. Items on the last table may go cheaper, again not 
always.   

If you are going to your first auction as a buyer, it is 
good idea to go through and see what you would like to 
bid on before the auction starts. All items have the 
seller’s initials and a number. Inspect the item and 
decide how high you’re willing to bid. Sometimes the 
auctions go so fast, that it’s very easy to get caught up 
and keep on bidding. Believe me I have done this 
numerous times. I have also seen bags of a particular 
fish that I just had to have no matter what the costs!  I 
recommend getting the fish, especially if it’s not 
common. Remember, there’s no shipping cost. 

I highly recommend, for us living in Louisiana to bring a 
bucket or container with clean water, a battery pump, 
air stone or a seasoned sponge filter. As I win fish bids, I 

immediately take the fish out of the bags and put in the 
container. Main reason is to get them in clean water. 
Some sellers do use oxygen, but most do not. I find the 
fish make it home in 
great shape using this 
method (Note from 
editor: I recommend 
multiple buckets, not 
good to mix oscars 
with small tetras).  

Auctions are also for 
sellers! You may want 
to sell fish that you 
have bred. Always try 
to pack fish with as 
large a bag as 
possible. Double bagging is good! Remember, that the 
fish have a potential to be in the bags for over 24 hours!  
Pack them light or use an alternate air source. Bring in 
some dry goods that you don’t use anymore. Any fish 
related items! The items that you sell may allow you to 
purchase more! It’s amazing what you can get from 
items that you don’t use. (See Road on page 11)

That 80’s FOTAS! Pictured from left to right: Back row: Jim Valenzuela, Charles Jones, Lee Ann Steeves, Pam Chin, Greg Steeves, Caroline 
Estes, Monica Osterholt, and Kyle Osterholt.  Front row: Amanda Schumacher, Dave Schumacher, Lisa Hufstetler and Mike Hufstetler. 
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For our first “Local Fish Store” showcase, I picked a 
store that was close to home for me. I’ve frequented 
this store since 2010 and the hospitality and good 
selection of fish has kept me going back ever since. The 
staff is welcoming and quite informative. The “mom and 
pop” type atmosphere and the selection of livestock 
and dry goods, makes this a must visit for those looking 
to see what the region has to offer. 

Ken’s Tropical Fish on highway 190 in Hammond, 
Louisiana, was opened in May of 2008. They were 
established in Chalmette, LA under the same name in 
February of 2005, but suffered catastrophic damage 
during hurricane Katrina in August of 2005. After picking 
up the pieces from the hurricane, owners Ken and 
Tammy Tillman made it their mission to reopen in their 
new town.  

The store, an inviting 1200 sq ft blue building set just off 
of HWY 190 in Hammond, is owner operated with Mrs. 
Tammy handling the day to day retail sales and Mr. Ken 
handling the maintenance aspect. Longtime employee, 
William, helps to handle the retail customers. The staff 
is friendly and knowledgeable, and always greets you 
with a smile when you walk in. There’s even a sno-ball 
stand attached to the store, to offer a cool treat after 
your shopping is finished.

 

Ken’s Tropical Fish in Hammond, LA. 

Ken’s Tropical Fish in Hammond, LA. 
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Inside the comfy confines of the store you will find 50 
freshwater tanks and 12 saltwater tanks, filled with 
various species of marine and tropical fish, corals and 
invertebrates. They have on display a 300 gallon marine 
tank that is completely mind blowing. Along with the 
big selection of fish in stock, they also offer special 
orders through their vendor. They order through 
Segrest Farms, which most of you know already is one 
of the biggest names in the wholesale market. Thursday 
evening is when she places orders, so if there’s 
something special you’re trying to acquire, give her a 
shout and if it’s in stock at Segrest, she’ll have it there 
for you on Friday.  

They have a large selection of tanks, filters and other 
dry goods, making it your one stop shop for all things 
aquatic. Live, dry and frozen foods are also available. 
Mr. Ken also builds custom tank stands and canopies 
and will build one to suit your needs. A large selection 
of lights, glass tops, and tank covers are also a mainstay 
of Ken’s Tropical Fish. Products from Seachem, Fluval, 

Coralife and Aqueon adorn the shelves along with 
several other big name brands in the hobby.  

If you’re looking to venture out and see some fish stores 
that are outside of your local area, I highly recommend 
Ken’s Tropical Fish in Hammond. They are located at 
12217 US 190 and are just minutes from Interstates 12 
and 55. They can be seen on Facebook 
at www.facebook.com/kenstropicalfish and they can be 
reached at 985-345-8001. Hours of operation are 
Tuesday through Friday 10am-7pm, Saturday 10am-
6pm and Sunday 12 PM – 4 PM. 

SNAILS: They burrow under the substrate during the 
day to feed and thus keep the substrate aerated. This is 
of particular benefit to the planted aquarium. MTS are a 
great indicator that you need to feed less or vacuum 
more. They are prolific breeders producing live young 
when conditions are ideal. 

The last of the common snails is the Assassin Snail (Clea 
helena). These are coveted due to their ability to control 
other types of snail populations. Assassins are cone 
shaped and have a fatter body like a toy top. They will 
reproduce given plenty of protein however 
reproduction rates are much slower than the other 
more common types. Assassins have been known to 
team up and kill snails larger than themselves in the 
absence of other protein sources. 

Each of these types has unique properties which make 
them desirable to certain aquarists and should be 

Assassin Snail. 

Ken’s Tropical Fish in Hammond, LA. 

http://www.facebook.com/kenstropicalfish
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judged accordingly. If after proper research is done and 
you still decide to get rid of them there are a few 
solutions: 1)you can manually remove them with 
fingers, tongs and traps, 2)you can chemically remove 
them or 3)you can put a natural predator in the tank to 
get rid of them. 

If you manually remove them please don’t add them to 
the environment. Most are invasive and could harm the 
local environment. I have personally seen MTS survive 
in a bucket of substrate for over a month with no 
seemingly ill effects. Chemical solutions for snail 
removal will also be available at your local fish store. 
They mostly rely on copper to kill the snail; however, 
the biggest drawback to this is that the residue stays in 
the silicone, making the tank forever unusable for any 
inverts. The natural predators for snails typically used 
are assassin snails, loaches and puffers. Be aware these 
creatures are still going to need proper care and diet 
after the snail population has been eliminated. 

In my opinion the best option is to give away or re-
home the larger ones, smash the babies with fingers or 
tongs and let your fish or shrimp finish them off as a 
natural protein source. 

In conclusion be responsible and do your research 
before you decide to just throw them out with the 
trash. They can be beneficial interesting tank 
inhabitants. 

 

PLECO: Hypostomus plecostomus.  I immediately froze; 
for fear that it would swim away.  It was nearly within 
reach, but not quite.  I had seen the videos online of 
people using gloves to grab the mighty beast, but my 
gloves were on shore.  Do I dare attempt to grab it 
without the gloves?  If I went back to shore and got the 
gloves, surely the fish would be gone.  So I went for it.  
With all the quickness of a 270 lb. out of shape man, I 
swiftly grabbed it. 

The beast flicked its tail back and forth in effort to 
escape but to no avail.  I screamed out some 
incomprehensible words to the others to get their 
attention as I still had the snorkel in my mouth.  They 

understood my unintelligible ramblings and came over 
with the cameras. 

There it was.  I had done something that I had always 
wanted to do, swim with and catch a pleco in the wild.  
For others who plan to do this, I would recommend 
cheap gloves, as I did have some small cuts (large 
enough to bleed) on my hand, but it was well worth it 
and was truly a memorable moment that I will never 
forget. 

 

ROAD: Dry good items that I see on a regular basis are 
Tanks, filters, lights, driftwood, holey rock, books and 
heaters and much more!  

The last two auctions that I went to were larger than 
most of the normal auctions: the American Cichlid 
Association (ACA) in Louisville, Kentucky and the 
Federation of Texas Aquarium Societies (FOTAS) in San 
Antonio.  I went to ACA with Winston McKissick, CJ 
Bourg, Mikey Clessi, Artis Huynh, James Decker (or 
Dexter as I kept accidentally calling him).  We had a 
blast.  The talks were great and we got to see Rusty 
Wessel’s fish house, with over 5,000 gallons of 
freshwater aquariums.  

During the ACA auction, I saw a large goby of some sort.  
I thought that I remembered Winston saying that he 
wanted one on the SELAS forum, but he had run off 
somewhere.  Me, being the goodhearted person that I 
am, bid on and won the fish for Winston.  I was very 
happy, and I knew Winston would be too.  Well, it turns 
out, I had Winston confused with someone else, and 
now I was stuck with a foot long goby!  So do you know 
what I did with it, I kept it in a bucket for a week and 
sold it at the next auction that I went to.  The fish had 
additional value now, since it was from ACA!  
Remember, marketing is key to driving the prices up if 
you are a seller! 

The next event that I went to was FOTAS in San Antonio 
with Clay Trachtman.  The theme of FOTAS this year was 
“That 80’s FOTAS!”.  Saturday evening, there was a nice 
meal as well as a funny money trivia contest.
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Unfortunately, the SELAS team did poorly in the trivia 
contest.  We had put all of our faith in James 
McPherson (I am pretty sure he knows more about fish 
than anyone else), but when he no showed, we knew 
we were in trouble.  We did manage to beat the team 
from Mexico though; however, this can probably be 
attributed to English not being their first language! 

Sunday was the largest auction ever hosted by HCCC, 
with over 800 items.  As I stated earlier, the auctions go 
very fast and will last for 7 to 8 hours, well during all 
that time, it is only natural to take a restroom break get 
something to eat.  When I returned I found several 
items that I didn’t bid on? How could this have 
happened?  Turns out, that I left my bidder card and my 
good buddy Clay bid on a bunch of junk with my card 
while I was away.  These were real junk items too, like a 
bag of pink gravel, some really old goldfish magazines, 
and an air pump that I discovered did not work!  Luckily, 
it was all in good fun, and I think he only spent at most 
$5 of my money.  I am sure that I will get him back! 

Fish auctions in my experience, have been a wonderful 
way to enhance this fun hobby that we all share! I have 
made several friends and enjoy picking up some good 
deals!  Just like our SELAS socials, fish people from all 
over can be extremely knowledgeable and fun to be 
around. We all love to talk fish and it won’t be hard to 
find someone that will talk fish back!  Start planning for 
the next fish auction! You’ll be surprised how easy it is 
to find someone that will carpool! 

Breeder’s Award Program 

The Breeders Award Program (BAP) is set up to 
encourage the proliferation of aquatic animals (fish and 
invertebrates). It is intended to recognize achievement 
in the breeding and rearing of aquatic animals by SELAS 
members. 

Most species of fish are assigned points based on 
difficulty of spawning.  Points are added together and 
tabulations are calculated.  The program started in 2012 
and has had limited participation by SELAS members.  
Hopefully, after seeing the chart below, more members 
will participate. 

Over the past 3 years we have had some interesting 
spawnings.  James Decker is in the lead, having been the 
first person in the US to successfully spawn Heroina 
isonycterina.  Other interesting spawns included 
Trampus Lilly with Pekoltia Compta, Charles Credeur 
with Altolamprologus sp. "Compressiceps Shell" and 
Clay Trachtman with Synodontis multipunctatus. 

If you are interested in participating, visit the BAP 
section on the main SELAS website.

Current BAP Standings 
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SELAS Social at Jay Freire’s House in Chalmette, LA (August 17, 2014) 

  

  

SELAS Social at Clay Trachtman’s House in Baton Rouge, LA (November 2, 2014) 

  

SELAS Social at Applebee’s in Hammond, LA (December 11, 2014) 
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    Calendar 

January   February   March 
Su  Mo  Tu  We  Th  Fr  Sa    Su  Mo Tu  We Th  Fr  Sa    Su  Mo  Tu  We Th  Fr  Sa 

        1  2  3    1  2  3  4  5  6  7    1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

4  5  6  7  8  9  10    8  9  10  11  12  13  14    8  9  10  11  12  13  14 

11  12  13  14  15  16  17    15  16  17  18  19  20  21    15  16  17  18  19  20  21 

18  19  20  21  22  23  24    22  23  24  25  26  27  28    22  23  24  25  26  27  28 

25  26  27  28  29  30  31                    29  30  31         

 

 

Holidays and Events 
January 1st New Year's Day 

January 18th 
SELAS Social at Kevin Gale’s House in 

Kenner, LA 
January 19th Martin Luther King Day 
February 1st Superbowl Sunday 

February 14th Valentine’s Day 
February 16th Presidents' Day 
February 17th Mardi Gras 

March 14th Deep South Koi Show in Baton Rouge, LA
March 15th Houston Aquarium Society Auction 

March 22nd 
SELAS Social at Hilton Garden Inn, 

Kenner LA 
  

Future Events 
July 30 – August 2 

ACA Convention in Springfield, 
Massachusetts 

September 4 – 6 MACNA Convention in Washington, DC 
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